PART I: RH Commodity Security: Regional opportunities and the added value of SECONAF

08:30 – 09:00  Morning coffee

09:00 – 09:10  Welcoming remarks, objectives and desired outcomes of the morning
               Gloria Castany (RHSC)

09:10 – 09:25  Connecting and introductions
               Lou Compernolle
               Expectation: everybody plays an active role
               People’s expectations

09:25 – 09:45  Short update on SECONAF progress
               Lou Compernolle (Forum Facilitators)
               Topics:
               Hewlett funding for regional facilitator Margot Fahnestock (Hewlett)
               Communication Gloria Castany (RHSC)
               Spitfire report back Bertrand Dimody (ACMS) & Famory Fofana (Futures Group)
               Q&A

09:45 – 10:45  What has been happening on the ground/a regional and country perspective and what role can SECONAF play to further these agendas
               Session lead: Maiga Modibo (Futures Group)
               WAHO: An insight into regional efforts to increase commodity security Cletus Adohinzin (WAHO)
               BURKINA FASO: National networking and Commodity Security, George Coulibaly (MSI)
               JSI-Deliver: Making the case of investing in supply chains and commodities, Meba Kagone (JSI-Deliver)
               Panel discussion on role of SECONAF/collaborative forum to strengthen these efforts

10:45 – 11:15  Coffee Break

11:15 – 12:00  Group Discussion on levers of change and barriers to progress
               Lou Compernolle & Gloria Castany (Forum Facilitators)
               Survey recommendations, and priority areas, how can we jointly respond to the needs expressed
               Based on last years’ experience what are the levers of change and what are the barriers to continued partner engagement
               Fund-raising ideas, $ what we have learnt

12:00 – 13:00  Lunch offered by Advance Family Planning and the Coalition
PART II: Family Planning: Opportunities in the region and partners current efforts and intentions

13:00 – 13:10  Welcoming remarks and objectives and desired outcomes of the afternoon
   Session lead: Thomas Dubois (MAE)
   Co-organizers: AFP, EP, RHSC, MAE

13:10 – 13:20  Connecting and introductions of those who joined after lunch
   Serge Rabier (Equilibres et populations)

13:20 – 14:20  The implications of the Ouagadougou Partnership and the FP Summit for the region and countries
   Session lead: Serge Rabier (Equilibres et populations)
   Presentations:
   FP Summit 2020: Monica Kerrigan (Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation)
   Ouagadougou Partnership: Margot Fahnestock (Hewlett Foundation)
   Additional panelists: MAE, USAID
   Q&A from the floor

14:20 – 15:15  Charting exercise
   Session lead: Beth Fredrick (AFP) & Lou Compernolle
   Based on previous discussion, can we chart where we work (intending to work), and our main objectives

15:15 – 15:45  Break

15:45 – 16:15  Conclusion Group work
   Session lead: Beth Fredrick (AFP) & Lou Compernolle
   Recap of Group work and emerging trends
   Discussion on mechanism for regional hub

16:15 – 16:30  Closing and Thank you

Venue Ministry of Foreign Affairs Conference Centre
27-29 rue de la Convention, 15th arrondissement, Paris 75015
Nearest Metro: Javel - André Citroën or Charles Michels
Nearest RER: Javel